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About This Game

Get ready to experience a revolution in tower defense that will send you spinning. Unstoppable Gorg challenges you to defend
the solar system from fearsome aliens by sending satellites into orbit. Unlike other tower defense games, in Unstoppable Gorg

you can move your towers by rotating the orbits that surround planets, moons and space stations.
Unstoppable Gorg is a lovingly crafted homage to vintage sci-fi films from the 1950s. Flying saucers, rubbery aliens, dodgy

effects, it's got it all. The game's story scenes were shot on film using models, miniatures and live action actors and then edited
together with genuine archive footage to create a classic sci-fi experience that is out of this world.

Key Features:

Take on the Gorg in more than 40 challenging levels of revolutionary tower defense action.

Satellites in orbit replace the towers and grid layout used in other tower defense games.

Move your satellites around their orbits to create the best defense for each wave.

Experience a thrilling story inspired by the classic sci-fi films of the 1950s.
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Unlock Steam achievements and earn your place on the leaderboards.

Glorious 3D graphics and effects for added impact.
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Publisher:
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Unstoppable Gorg is delightfully corny in so many ways, from its visuals, to its music, to them going to the trouble of making
black and white live action film of people acting for the stuff in between missions. There are various towers with different
purposes and enough variation between them to make it worthwhile to select certain towers over others depending on upcoming
enemy composition, etc. I really like not only the idea, but much of the execution for the game.

However, my one hangup with it is what probably sets it apart the most from other tower defense games: tower mobility. You
place a tower on an orbital ring, and can typically place others on the same orbital ring, on the opposite of that ring, or even on
the side of it. Then you click the left mouse button on the tower and can spin it around to the other side of your defense point to
take out incoming enemies.

The big issue for someone like me is that I'm pretty darn ADD, and anyone who suffers from it to my extent may find
themselves getting overwhelmed by incoming attack waves while trying to keep track of the simultaneous attacks from different
sides, from different enemy compositions, while having to try to spin the right towers on the right rings into the right spots to defend.

It's just too much I have to keep up with at the same time to be capable of doing so. If towers were stationary and the game was
designed around that instead, this could be a massive hit with me, but as it is, this feature makes the game incredibly difficult even
on lower settings. Anyone with a huge attention span and dexterity who can keep up with and react to a lot of things happening on-
screen at once would probably dig this game if they're into TDs and cornball stuff, while those with attention span or dexterity
problems might do well to avoid what would otherwise be a pleasant experience.. Usntoppable Gorg is a new take on the Tower
Defense genre and in itself not a bad and quite fun game. What makes this gold are the cutscenes between missions. They are
(purposely) so bad that they give off a perfect vibe of film-making more than half a decade ago. I didn't finish the campaign for
the gameplay but for those goofy cutscenes alone.

The challenge missions mix things up quite a bit and are the most fun content within the game mechanically.

Had lots of fun with this, do recommend to any and all tower defense fans.. The retro TV cutscences are awesome! I picked this
game up for dirt cheap and it is well worth a buck.

What makes this different from other Tower Defense games is the that you can rotate your towers so they are not stuck in one
place.. Unstoppable Gorg is a tower defense game with a twist: Your defense towers must be placed on concentric rings: you are
placing defensive satellites in orbit around a planet. Once in place, you can swivel the rings to reposition your towers to face
attackers from different directions.

I loved Unstoppable Gorg's 50's sci-fi aesthetic, but I didn't really enjoy the gameplay as much as I thought I would.

I would recommend this if you are a fan of tower defense games in need of a new challenge, but those new to the genre might
prefer the more straightforward approach of a traditional tower defense game like Defense Grid.
. it's not a terrible game, if you're REALLY into tower defense you might dig it. The story is definitely fun and campy but the
gameplay is just meh. Pretty boring. It's also hard to remember what towers are good against what enemies and the graphics are too
similar to immediately differntiate between what is what. It's just kinda messy.. Retro 50's B-class scifi-movie look&feel in an
interesting view on tower defense genre.
Weird and fun :)
. While fun at first, and made better by an interesting play mechanic, this game is frustrating to say the least (and not a in a buggy
way, purely in terms of play). I'm a huge fan tower defense in general but this game feels a little unbalanced and too hard to be
accessible to the masses that I imagine they intended to sell this one to.

For 99 cents or some other low sale, give it a try, but don't feel a need to pay retail for this one. It is largely disappointing...and did
I say frustrating.. Now, this game... what a shame. It had everything going on for it: Excelent 60's sci-fi B-movie atmosphere, good
graphics, good soundtrack and the right idea. This should've been a "must play" TD game, right?

But no, it's not. Far from it, because the gameplay is just utter crap. First of all the TD mechanic is SUPER restrictive and
completely un-intuitive, sure it looked like a nifty concept, but the execution is below subpar. It's like the game is actually a puzzle
and it's forcing you to find the correct and only strategy to win each map because god knows there's no room for having fun with
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different setups.

On top of it, the towers themselves are honestly quite boring and the game doesn't really add anything new to the genre, except for
that awkward, weird and ultimately failed rotationary orbital system that forces you to find the correct solution and micromanage
like crazy as well.

And again, it's a shame because the rest of the package is really cool. I mean, it's cheesy as hell, but that's intended, and it really
works... So in the end, I'm afraid I can't recommend this, as much as I'd like to, purely in terms of gameplay and fun. It's not very
fun to play, honestly.

But hey, if you're a fan of weird cheesy 60's low quality sci-fi flicks, you might want to check this game and enjoy it on a purely
aesthetic way.

If you're looking for your next TD fix, stay away from this.. Stylishly-executed twist on the tower defence genre, with killer
gameplay and a superfluous but fun storyline, expertly lampooning b-grade sci-fi.

- Skinny from the Fat B*stard (curator link). Very good game vintage.

The rotating orbits add challenge to the normal tower defense games. Bought in a discount. Good soundtrack.

Good references to B-Sci Fi movies.
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Goofy cutscenes are cute, but what can I say? It's not "defense grid". It doesn't even come close. I am not a big fan of tower
defense games where you can't reroute the invaders. That's half the fun!. I'm a sucker for tower defense games, so I picked this
up. Unstoppable Gorg puts a few new twists in the genre by allowing you to swing your entire defense row in a circle. There are
21 stages, 4 difficulty levels, most stages will be beaten within 10 minutes or so.

I would have liked the ability to see the stats of my foes at a glance, and the ability to survey the map before I start the battle.
The game gets annoyingly difficult quickly. I always feel like I'm under pressure, as enemies assault you within seconds of your
establishing an economy.

The cutscenes are fantastic, mimicking 50's science fiction films, complete with cheese. If anything, I played the game just to
watch these, however short they were.

Despite the amusing cutscenes (which can be watched on YouTube) , I am not recommending this game. It's short, kinda
frustrating at times, and to me has little replay value. I had richer experiences with Flash TD games.

EDIT: With the new reviews system, I changed the default thumbs up to a thumbs down.. This is quite fun and the art style is
great :-) Good little game and not a walkover. \u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u00bd
Even though gameplay is an alright concentric-ringed tower-defense game, i'm a big fan of their '50s-style sci-fi art and
thematic cutscenes.. One of my favorite Tower Defense games. I like how the rotatable (is that a word?) orbits kept me engaged
trying to tweak it to maximize my score. The campy atmosphere was perfect.. A middling tower defense game. Has decent
graphics and cool retro-futurism designs and cinematics. Its very original concept, a tactical perimeter based on satelites and
orbits around a base or planet, is ruined by emplacements restriction, the marching of foes timed to the second, and the random
trayectories of asteroids that prevent get better classifications. Sometimes the weapons point to closer enemies instead of ones
first of the row... Requires many patience and perseverance to pass levels at high difficultly with perfect stadistics. Worth with a
great discount.
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